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Moon-Sized UFOs Spotted Near the Sun

A remarkable discovery was made on April 8, 2022, thanks to the diligent work of YouTuber In2ThinAir. Using
NASA/SOHO's sun viewer, he spotted astonishing anomalies that bear striking similarities to what one might imagine
alien spacecraft would look like. These findings are truly extraordinary: a spiral-like space station and a gigantic cube,
both revealing astonishing levels of detail with minimal light enhancement to make them more visible.

The history of researching Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) near the sun dates back about 17 years when two
Russian researchers published a startling article claiming to have found numerous moon-sized UFOs whizzing around
our star at the speed of light. These objects were making sudden directional changes and executing hard right turns,
maneuvers that should be impossible for any natural entity in space. This article quickly disappeared from the media a
few weeks after publication, and so did the two scientists behind the revelation. Nonetheless, one person continued to
closely monitor strange objects near our sun, utilizing tools such as Helioviewer.org.

The recent findings presented by In2ThinAir provide indisputable evidence that the Russian scientists were correct.
Moon-sized objects do indeed orbit our star. The mystery of their origin and purpose remains, but these remarkable
images shed undeniable light on their existence.

Scott C. Waring, a dedicated researcher in the field of UFO studies, emphasizes the significance of these findings for
the scientific community and the general public. These images, captured using state-of-the-art technology, bolster the
hypothesis that unknown objects exist within our solar system, challenging the laws of physics as we currently
understand them.

While these observations cannot yet be conclusively explained, they certainly encourage further research and
investigation into this fascinating phenomenon. The quest to understand these mysterious objects and their implications
for our understanding of the universe continues. Stay tuned for more exciting developments in the field of UFO
research.
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